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ABSTRACT:
In transcranial focused ultrasound therapies, such as treating essential tremor via thermal ablation in the thalamus,

acoustic energy is focused through the skull using a phased-array transducer. Ray tracing is a computationally effi-

cient method that can correct skull-induced phase aberrations via per-element phase delay calculations using patient-

specific computed tomography (CT) data. However, recent studies show that variations in CT-derived Hounsfield

unit may account for only 50% of the speed of sound variability in human skull specimens, potentially limiting clini-

cal transcranial ultrasound applications. Therefore, understanding the sensitivity of treatment planning methods to

material parameter variations is essential. The present work uses a ray-tracing simulation model to explore how

imprecision in model inputs, arising from clinically significant uncertainties in skull properties or considerations of

acoustic phenomena, affects acoustic focusing quality through the skull. We propose and validate new methods to

optimize ray-tracing skull simulations for clinical treatment planning, relevant for predicting intracranial target’s

thermal rise, using experimental data from ex-vivo human skulls.
VC 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0020761
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound has long been recognized as a therapeutic

tool with the potential to treat disorders throughout the

brain. However, the distortion and attenuation of acoustic

waves caused by the presence of the skull have been signifi-

cant challenges to the development and clinical application

of transcranial ultrasound therapies.1,2 Acoustic waves expe-

rience significant distortion during propagation through the

skull due to reflection, refraction, scattering, absorption, and

mode conversion.3 Early attempts to use focused ultrasound

in the brain required craniotomy for the successful delivery

of energy to the brain tissues.4,5 The development of large

phased-array transducers and high-performance computers,

however, has enabled the calculation of phase corrections

necessary to focus ultrasound waves through the skull at the

intended target, making it possible to obtain quality acoustic

focusing through the skull and enable the clinical applica-

tion of transcranial focused ultrasound.6–9

Various methods exist to account for the distortion

caused by the presence of the skull in transcranial focused

ultrasound applications. The gold standard for transcranial

acoustic refocusing is the hydrophone-based time reversal

approach, in which a hydrophone is implanted at the location

of the desired focus to directly measure the phase shifts

induced by the presence of the skull at the transducer loca-

tion, which are then inverted and applied across all elements

to ensure the emitted waves converge in phase at the focal

spot and maximize the acoustic energy at the target.6 Time-

reversal modeling based on the reciprocity principle assumes

that forward and backward ultrasonic wave propagation has

the same time-frequency response and that an acoustic signal

that propagates from the desired focal point to the ultrasound

transducer can be recorded, reversed, and re-emitted at the

transducer to obtain optimal focusing at the target.10

The development of numerical model-based approaches

that calculate the phase corrections necessary to compensate

for skull-induced phase aberrations using computed tomog-

raphy (CT) scans of individual patient skulls has enable

completely non-invasive transcranial focusing. These mod-

els consider CT or magnetic resonance (MR) images of the

skull from which the density and acoustic velocity in the

skull are inferred and the position of the transducer can be

registered.1,11–13 These time-reversal numerical simulations

may use full wave models, which employ a three-

dimensional (3D) finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
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code to solve the acoustic or viscoelastic wave equa-

tion,14–16 or a ray tracing model which calculates the geo-

metric path and associated propagation time from source to

target using Snell’s law and acoustic properties derived

from CT scans.6

The use of a homogeneous model of the skull has been

validated for time-reversal ray-tracing modeling of transcra-

nial propagation at 710 kHz.17 Ray tracing methods based

on Snell-Descartes law consider the overall geometry of the

skull, but typically not the internal fine structures,17 with the

skull often being considered as a three-layer medium com-

posed of the outer table bone, the middle cancellous layer,

and the inner table bone.3,18 While full wave simulations

typically provide superior results compared to ray tracing

models, their implementation has been limited due to its sig-

nificantly higher computational burden.19 Bancel et al.20

compared the performance of phase corrections derived

from the ray-tracing algorithm and those from full wave

simulations to those derived from hydrophone-based correc-

tion, which found that full wave models and the ray-tracing

algorithm performed similarly in restoring 86% and 84% of

the maximum focal pressure relative to hydrophone-based

correction, respectively.

Material properties that impact the simulations include

bone geometry and the acoustic properties of density, longi-

tudinal and shear wave speeds, and attenuation, and the pre-

cise level of fidelity required to obtain accurate simulation

results remains unclear.21,22 A previous study using full-

wave simulations of a single-element transducer and a het-

erogeneous skull model found the longitudinal speed of

sound to be the most influential acoustic parameter for pro-

ducing effective focusing, that should be predicted with an

accuracy of 4% to obtain clinically-acceptable focalization

quality in terms of peak pressure, focus position, and focal

volume estimations.21 Multiple different conversion algo-

rithms have been proposed to allow for the conversion from

Hounsfield units (HU) obtained from CT images to acoustic

velocity for phase correction through the skull.7,9,13,21,23–29

While there is some consensus between these models, sig-

nificant disagreement remains on the value of acoustic

velocity inferred based on the same HU values between the

models. To further complicate the conversion of CT images

to skull properties, there exists no consensus on the relation-

ship between acoustic attenuation and HU at clinically-

relevant ultrasound frequencies.23

The estimation of the longitudinal speed of sound in

the skull from HU is influenced by CT parameters, includ-

ing the x-ray energy, reconstruction method, and recon-

struction kernel.24 An assessment of how these parameters

affect the longitudinal speed of sound estimation in human

skulls found that CT is able to account for 23%–53% of the

variation. While accounting for these variations in skull

property reconstruction algorithms can improve the accu-

racy of phase correction and improve the transmission of

acoustic energy through the skull, the remaining uncertain-

ties in material properties conversion may give rise to

errors or selection of treatment parameters that are not

optimized, and affect clinical applications of transcranial

focused ultrasound.

Changes to the intracranial ultrasound field due to the

presence of shear waves within the skull are generally con-

sidered negligible when the ultrasound is applied at normal

or near-normal incidences, as is the case with large hemi-

spherical arrays.21,23,30 Previous examinations21 have con-

sidered the presence of shear waves within simulations only

to verify the validity of neglecting them and found the con-

tribution of shear waves to be negligible for frequencies of

500, 750, and 1000 kHz.

Previous work by Robertson et al.21 has presented an

examination of the sensitivity of simulated transcranial

ultrasound fields to uncertainties in the skull properties

using the full wave open-source k-Wave model, which was

substantiated using experimental comparison with ultra-

sound transmission through 3D printed and resin cast skull

bone phantoms and a single element transducer. However,

to date, no systematic parametric study has been presented

that examines the sensitivity of transcranial ultrasound

focusing on the acoustic properties of the skull using a ray-

tracing model. In this study, we examine the use of the ray-

tracing model as a tool for treatment planning to predict

temperature rise and temperature distribution in the brain

when considering a 1000-element clinical transducer system

and complete human skull model, including how transcra-

nial ultrasound focusing is influenced by imprecision in the

model inputs, such as those that may arise from clinically

significant uncertainties in skull properties or the consider-

ation of acoustic phenomena such as shear mode conversion

and internal reflection. The goal of this work is to examine

the ray-tracing model as a method of clinical treatment plan-

ning for therapeutic ultrasound that can be used to predict

the focal acoustic field and temperature rise in brain tissue

while identifying the most influential parameters to provide

a framework for enhancing simulation applicability in clini-

cal scenarios. The simulation sensitivity analysis is then sub-

stantiated through a comparison of experimental sonication

experiments with simulations for the prediction of both the

acoustic field and thermal rise.

II. METHODS

Simulations were conducted using the CIVA Healthcare

platform,31 an expertise platform for conducting non-

destructive testing simulations that incorporates unique tools

specifically designed for the simulation of 3D ultrasonic

wave propagation in geometrically-complex isotropic and

anisotropic media generated by arbitrary transducers and the

subsequent receiver response originating from their interac-

tions with defects and boundaries. The field radiation model

is based on the so-called “pencil model,”32–35 which consists

in discretizing the radiating surface into a set of independent

source points whose elementary contributions are summed

at each calculation point to obtain the impulse response of

the radiated field. Each contribution is evaluated along an

ultrasonic ray-path between the source point and the
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calculation point. This path is obtained by applying the

Snell’s laws at each interface, in transmission or reflection,

with or without considering mode conversions. The ampli-

tude of each elementary contribution is computed by a high

frequency asymptotic formulation close to paraxial ray mod-

els.36 The main approximation of this high frequency model

consists in neglecting frequency dependent effects such as

edge diffraction by sharp edges of interfaces, surface wave

propagation along interfaces or head wave propagation

beyond critical angles. In the present application, the

description of the skull surface is regular and smooth and

the angles of incidence are below critical angles. Therefore,

the use of this type of paraxial ray model is appropriate, and

very satisfactory results can be obtained. Recent work has

presented benchmarking of different transcranial ultrasound

simulation models37 to examine whether different modeling

techniques provide the same answer when the inputs to the

model are well specified, and an extension of this work is

underway to provide the same benchmark testing using the

CIVA Healthcare ray-tracing algorithm.

Numerical simulations considered human skull sam-

ples, which were acquired in accordance with standard insti-

tutional policy for human tissue. The skull had previously

been debrided of all soft tissue and degassed using an indus-

trial vacuum chamber with degassed water. A 3D layered

model was generated from CT scans as shown in Fig. 1,

with a CT spatial resolution of 1 mm or less along each axis

and a tube voltage of 120 kV. The skull was positioned rela-

tive to the transducer to be similar to transcranial clinical

treatment of essential tremor,38 with the acoustic focal point

located at the geometric focus of the transducer. The ante-

rior, superior, and left directions of the patient are aligned

with the negative y-axis, positive z-axis, and positive x-axis,

respectively.

The transducer source was modeled on a transcranial

InSightec ExAblate Neuro (Insightec, Haifa, Israel) clinical

system, which offers the ability to focus acoustic energy by

adjusting the amplitude and phase of each of its 1024 trans-

ducer elements to compensate for the distortions introduced

by transmission through the skull while using the maximum

available surface area and chilled degassed water is circu-

lated around the head to cool the scalp and reduce skull

heating.39–41 The use of the ExAblate system has been

approved for use in the United States by the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) for use in unilateral thalamotomy for

the treatment of essential tremor.39 The hemispherical trans-

ducer has a diameter of 30 cm, and simulations considered

continuous wave sonications at 670 kHz. A model of the

proprietary site-specific Exablate transducer was derived

based on the location of the center of each element and their

corresponding area.

Simulations were performed using phase delay profiles

calculated by the built-in CIVA phase correction software,

which is able to provide near-instantaneous phase delay cor-

rection profile for a given material configuration by calculat-

ing the geometric acoustic path between the intended focal

point and each element. Phase delay calculations take into

account energy transmission and the time of flight from

each element to the focal point. Any elements for which a

ray path cannot be found from the target location to the

emitting surface are deactivated.

For each set of simulations, the focal quality was quan-

tified using the value of the maximum amplitude (Amax), and

the distance from the position at which the maximum ampli-

tude occurs to the intended target at the geometric focus of

the transducer, which is referred to as the focal offset

(rmax ¼ j~rmaxj). The focal volume (Vf) was calculated based

on the total volume of the largest continuous region with

pressure greater than 50% of the maximum pressure. When

calculated, the focal shift (Dr) was quantified as the change

in the location of the maximum amplitude between different

simulations induced by changes in simulation conditions,

such as comparing how the inclusion of phenomena such as

mode conversion or internal reflection affects focusing and

was calculated according to

Dri ¼ j~rmax;0 �~rmax;ij; (1)

where~rmax;i is the position of the maximum acoustic ampli-

tude for a given simulation, and ~rmax;0 is the position of the

maximum acoustic amplitude obtained in the reference

simulation.

A. Assessing focal quality with homogeneous skull
model simulations

Simulations considering homogeneous models of two

skull samples were used to examine the influence of varia-

tion in the overall skull properties. The homogeneous 3D

models of the skull samples were obtained by segmenting

CT data using the open source software package 3D Slicer

(www.slicer.org).

Simulations were performed to calculate the acoustic

field within a volume with dimensions 4 mm by 4 mm by

6 mm along x, y, and z, respectively, with an isotropic spatial

resolution of 0.4 mm centered at the geometric focus of the

transducer, as shown in Fig. 1. The calculated acoustic fields

FIG. 1. (Color online) 3D skull CAD model file used for simulating ultra-

sound field. Volume where field is calculated is shown as a cube at the geo-

metric focus of the transducer. The anterior, superior, and left directions of

the patient are aligned with the negative y-axis, positive z-axis, and positive

x-axis, respectively.
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were then resampled with a spline interpolation of order

three to increase the spatial resolution by a factor of 32 to

precisely determine the maximum amplitude and its corre-

sponding location.37 All simulations used an acoustic power

of 100 W.

1. Impact of longitudinal speed of sound conversion
uncertainty

To examine uncertainty in the conversion of skull den-

sity to acoustic velocity, simulations were conducted at five

values of density ranging from 1600 to 2400 kg/m3, consis-

tent with the range of skull density values correlated with

acoustic velocity by Leung et al.23 For each skull density

value, simulations were performed at three longitudinal

wave velocity values, which were determined by examining

the various density/velocity relations also provided by

Leung et al.,23 identifying the minimum (cmin) and maxi-

mum (cmax) predicted velocity values for each value of den-

sity across all conversion algorithms, and taking the average

between the two extreme values (cavg). The skull density

values and their corresponding longitudinal wave velocities

are presented in Table I. As has been done in previous simu-

lation studies,21 the shear wave speed remained constant at

1500 m/s30,42 for all simulations, regardless of skull density.

For each density value, the phase correction profile was

calculated based on the average speed of sound, cavgðqÞ, and

simulations were performed at all three longitudinal speed

of sound values. Thus, the simulations performed with a

skull speed of sound set to cavg, provide a case in which

there is no mismatch between the skull speed of sound used

for simulation and for calculations of the phase profile,

against which the results from the other two simulations can

be compared.

The experimentally measured longitudinal-wave attenu-

ation coefficient for the whole skull, given by a0, has previ-

ously been estimated21,43 to be given by

a0 ¼ 8:83
dB

cm �MHz1:43
; (2)

which gives an attenuation coefficient of 0.498 dB/mm at

the frequency of 670 kHz used in simulations. Shear wave

mode conversion was included for all simulations, with lon-

gitudinal to shear wave conversion occurring at the fluid/

bone interface, and shear to longitudinal conversion

occurring at the bone/fluid interface. The shear wave attenu-

ation values were set equal to twice the value used for

longitudinal wave attenuation, which is approximately what

is observed in solids.28

2. Independent longitudinal speed of sound variation
in homogeneous skull models

To assess the impact of uncertainty in the acoustic

velocity of the skull independent of skull density, simula-

tions were performed in which the acoustic velocity was

varied while other properties were held constant. The acous-

tic velocity varied from 2200 m/s to 3600 m/s - equivalent to

the range of values shown in Table I. The phase delay pro-

file was calculated with a skull density and longitudinal

speed of sound value of 2000 kg/m3 and 2634 m/s, respec-

tively, which are similar to average skull values used in pre-

vious simulations.21 Results from the simulation where the

skull density and longitudinal speed of sound are not

changed from these values can be considered as the refer-

ence, as there is no mismatch between the skull properties

used for simulation and those used for the calculation of the

phase profile. Simulations were performed with the longitu-

dinal attenuation constant set to 0.498 dB/mm.

3. Independent attenuation variation in homogeneous
skull models

To determine the effect of uncertainty in the acoustic

attenuation in the skull independent of other parameters,

simulations were performed in which the attenuation was

varied with all other acoustic properties held constant. The

phase delay profile was calculated with a skull density and

acoustic velocity of 2000 kg/m3 and 2634 m/s, respectively.

Attenuation coefficient values between 0 and 1.5 dB/mm

were considered to account for the attenuation uncertainty

in the literature.23

B. Layered skull model: Examining skull
heterogeneity, internal reflection, and shear wave
mode conversion

To examine the importance of considering skull bone

micro-architecture, simulations were performed in which

skull sample #1 was modeled as a homogeneous medium

possessing properties derived from those of the whole skull,

and compared to those in which the skull was modeled as a

tri-layered material with properties determined by the char-

acteristics of cortical and trabecular bone. The models of the

cortical and trabecular layers were generated using the open

source software platform 3D Slicer with CT data from the

human skull sample. In order to generate the 3D models of

the cortical bone layer, any voxels which exhibited a HU

value greater than 250 were included as part of the 3D

model of the cortical bone volume, and any cavities within

the bone layer were filled to create a single solid layer. To

generate the various trabecular bone layers, voxels below a

specified HU threshold value that overlapped with the corti-

cal model were used to create different 3D models of the tra-

becular bone, which could be composed of multiple separate

islands and allow for internal cavities where the bone was

TABLE I. Range of skull density and corresponding longitudinal speed of

sound values used for simulations.

Density ðkg=m3Þ cminðm=sÞ cavgðm=sÞ cmaxðm=sÞ

1600 2219 2260 2300

1800 2343 2431 2518

2000 2495 2634 2772

2200 2689 2858 3027

2400 2939 3238 3536
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dense enough to be considered as cortical. The specific tra-

becular threshold value was varied to create multiple differ-

ent models of trabecular bone. The various 3D models of

the trabecular bone layer could then be overlaid on the sin-

gle cortical layer model to simulate layered skull models

with varying proportions of trabecular bone. The generation

of skull models with different quantities of trabecular bone

was quantified using the volume of trabecular bone relative

to the total skull volume, which is referred to as the trabecu-

lar fraction.

A cross section of the CT scan of the skull and an exam-

ple of the cortical and trabecular bone layer models are

shown in Fig. 2. The volume of the trabecular bone relative

to the total skull volume is shown in Fig. 2(c) as a function

of the trabecular HU threshold value, which demonstrates

how the volume of the trabecular varies with the maximum

HU threshold value used to generate the 3D models. The tra-

becular volume relative to the whole skull ranged from a

minimum value of 0% for a skull composed purely of corti-

cal bone, to a maximum value of 55.7% at a HU threshold

of 1300. The heterogeneous skull model with 0 trabecular

fraction was assigned the properties of cortical bone, while

the homogeneous skull model, included for comparison,

used the same CAD file as the cortical bone but was assigned

acoustic properties based on the average skull properties.

The CIVA Healthcare platform provides the user-

determined option to consider multiple internal reflections

in the calculation of the intracranial acoustic field, which

can approximate the effects of acoustic resonance within

different layers inside the skull. In order to isolate and

examine the effects of internal reflection on transcranial

ultrasound propagation in a heterogeneous skull model,

results from simulations that included reflection from

boundaries were compared to simulations in which they

were neglected. The number of internal reflections consid-

ered within CIVA Healthcare ray-tracing simulations must

be specified within the user-defined simulation parameters.

The number of internal reflections was limited to two, as the

exponential decrease in amplitude with further reflections

was expected to make any additional contributions negligi-

ble. Due to the large increase in computational time required

to consider both internal reflection and mode conversion,

simulations considering internal reflection did not include

the contribution arising from shear wave mode conversion

within the skull.

To investigate the effects of mode conversion with a

layered skull model, simulations that included the contribu-

tion of shear mode conversion were compared with simula-

tions in which shear mode conversion was neglected. As

with internal reflections, the number of mode conversions

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Cross section of the CT image of skull. (b) A corresponding cross section of the cortical (green) and trabecular (yellow) models

derived from CT data. Illustrated trabecular model uses 1200HU as maximum HU threshold value. (c) Plot of the volume of cortical bone relative to the

whole skull volume as a function of the maximum HU threshold for trabecular bone.
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considered within CIVA simulations must be specified by

the user. Based on the increased degree of computational

resources required to consider the possible combinations of

mode conversions at different boundaries, including bone-

water and cortical-trabecular, the number of mode conver-

sions considered was limited to two, to allow for the

possibility of longitudinal-transverse-longitudinal waves.

C. Experimental verification of simulation outcomes

Measurements were performed through a human skull

to mimic the clinical treatment of essential tremor.44

Acquisition of cadaveric material was performed in accor-

dance with the standard institutional policy for human tis-

sue. Skulls were debrided of all soft tissue and degassed

using an industrial vacuum chamber filled with degassed

water.

1. Assessing acoustic field simulation accuracy

To provide a comparison between experimentally mea-

sured acoustic fields and the simulated acoustic fields

obtained using the CIVA platform, simulations were per-

formed to obtain the pressure field at the focus in the

absence of a skull, as well as when the beam was steered

along each axis, with results being compared to the experi-

mental acoustic field as measured used a hydrophone under

similar conditions. Simulations were performed with the

transducer focused at the geometric focus as well as offset

10 mm along each axis, with experiments being performed

under the same conditions. Simulations were then performed

in which the human skull sample was placed at the geomet-

ric focus of the transducer, which were then compared to

experimental measurements.

For acoustic field pressure measurements, the skulls

were mounted inside the ExAblate transducer, in a similar

positioning as would the head of a patient for a clinical

treatment. The skull was maintained in place using a rigid

acrylic frame, with the transducer positioned vertically

facing in the upward direction and with a water retainer

mounted on top of it to secure a water column. An MR

scan was acquired, and together with pre-acquired CT

scan of the skull, was loaded into the ExAblate software to

compute phase aberration correction for each of the active

elements, as previously described.44 For pressure field

characterization, a needle hydrophone (HNA-0400 needle

hydrophone, Onda Corp., Sunnyvale, CA) was mounted

on computer-controlled 3D positioning mechanical stages

to scan a volume centered around the geometrical focus of

the transducer. The acoustic signals were acquired with an

oscilloscope (DSO7012B, Keysight Technologies) sam-

pling at 100 MHz, and then converted in MPa, after decon-

volution from the impulse response for the hydrophone.

Acoustic power was set to 1.3 W to maintain pressure

levels within the safe operating range of the needle

hydrophone.

2. Evaluating temperature rise predictions in brain
tissue phantom

The widely-used bio-heat transfer equation (BHTE)

provides a method to calculate temperature increases within

tissue due to ultrasound.45,46 The general form of the bioheat

equation is given by47

qc
@T

@t
¼ rðkrTÞ þ xbcbqbðTa � TÞ þ qm þ Q; (3)

where q, c, and k are the density (kg/m3), the specific heat

(J kg�1 K�1), and the tissue thermal conductivity. The sec-

ond term on the right hand side of the equation represents

changes due to blood perfusion, where wb is the mass flow

rate of blood per unit volume of tissue (kg s�1 m�3), cb is

the blood specific heat, qm is the metabolic heat generation

(J s�1 m�3), and ðTa � TÞ represents the difference between

local tissue temperature and temperature of arterial blood.

The final term Q represents the heat source contribution,

which in the current context is due to the absorption of

acoustic energy. The heating source is related to the acoustic

field according to48

Q ¼ alp
2

qcl
; (4)

where al is the acoustic absorption coefficient for the longi-

tudinal wave (Np/m), p is the amplitude of the acoustic pres-

sure wave (Pa), and cl is the longitudinal speed of sound.

Given the use of a homogeneous thermometric tissue phan-

tom, attenuation was assumed to be entirely attributable to

absorption.

A numerical BHTE model was coupled with the acous-

tic CIVA ray-tracing model to simulate the temperature rise

produced at the acoustic focus. Acoustic simulations were

performed with a spatial resolution of 0.5 mm along each

axis, with domain dimensions of 16� 16 � 21 mm along

the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively, and with a time step cal-

culated to provide a Courant-Friedrieichs-Lewy number of

0.05. After the acoustic field had been calculated, the acous-

tic field was interpolated to increase the spatial resolution by

a factor of 4. The temperature was fixed at the domain

boundaries, and comparison with perfectly insulating

boundaries did not show any meaningful differences in the

resultant temperature distribution. The finite difference

method employed an O(2,4) scheme for calculation of spa-

tial and temporal derivatives, which is 2nd order in time and

4th order in space, as the use of higher-order schemes for

the calculation of spatial derivatives has been found to pro-

duce lower numerical errors.49,50

For thermometry measurements, a slab of tissue mim-

icking material was cast inside a human skull, and posi-

tioned within the transducer so that the geometrical focus of

the transducer was positioned 10 mm deep into the tissue

mimicking material (TMM). The TMM was manufactured

by CIRS (Norfolk, VA), with the following properties: den-

sity 1.04 g/cm3, speed of sound 1540 m/s, attenuation
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coefficient 0.50 dB/cm/MHz. Sonications of 10-s durations

were performed with acoustic power levels ranging from 50

to 325 W. Temperature maps were obtained using PRF-

based MR thermometry.51

The properties of the TMM used in simulations were

provided by the manufacturer (CIRS, Norfolk, VA), and are

given in Table II. The skull properties were estimated using

average whole-skull CT data and the conversion algorithm

provided by McDannold et al.,52 and are also shown in

Table II.

The experimentally measured temperature rise was

then compared against the results obtained from numerical

simulations, in terms of the maximum temperature

achieved and the spatial temperature distribution. In order

to account for the finite resolution provided by MR ther-

mometry, a spatial averaging filter was applied to numeri-

cal results, which provided spatially averaged temperatures

equivalent to a resolution of 1� 1 � 3 mm along the x-, y-,
and z-axes, respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. Assessing focal quality with homogeneous skull
model simulations

1. Impact of longitudinal speed of sound conversion
uncertainty

The results of the simulations quantify how existing

uncertainty in the acoustic properties of the skull deter-

mined from CT scans may manifest in reduced focal qual-

ity for clinical applications. The disagreement among

proposed relationships between density and acoustic

velocity produces differences in the peak pressure of

almost 30% when compared against simulations where

material property uncertainty is not present, as shown in

Fig. 3(a).

Although the uncertainty in the predicted speed of

sound can vary by as much as 620%, the resultant error in

spatial positioning remains relatively low, as shown in Fig.

3(b). The focal volume plotted in Fig. 3(c) shows a strong

increase for simulations that use high values of skull den-

sity, particularly for simulations using a higher speed of

sound than was used for the calculation of the phase correc-

tion profile.

2. Independent longitudinal speed of sound variation
in homogeneous skull models

The effect of independently varying the longitudinal

velocity of the skull on maximum amplitude is shown in

Fig. 4(a). This figure illustrates that a shift from a typical

average acoustic velocity of the skull of 2634 m/s to the

TABLE II. Material properties used in acoustic and thermal simulations for

tissue mimicking material (TMM) and human skull.

Property Units TMM Skull

Thermal Conductivity (k) J kg�1 K–1 0.5 NA

Longitudinal speed of sound (cl) m s�1 1540 2403

Shear speed of sound (cs) m s�1 0 1500

Density (q) kg m�3 1040 2212

Perfusion coefficient (wb) kg s�1 m�3 0 NA

Longitudinal attenuation coefficient (al) Np m�1 0.05 1.52

Shear attenuation coefficient (as) Np m�1 NA 1.00

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Maximum amplitude vs density for three different

longitudinal speed of sound values. (b) Focal offset vs density. (c) Focal

volume vs density. Results obtained using skull 1 are shown with a solid

line, while results from skull 2 are shown as a dashed line.
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maximum acoustic velocity of 3600 m/s, which is within the

range of values obtained for the outer layers of cortical

bone,21 produces a 50% reduction in maximum amplitude

with skull 1, and a 60% reduction with skull 2. The effect of

lowering the skull velocity showed an asymmetry in the

effect on maximum amplitude, with skull 1 showing in

increase in amplitude, while the maximum amplitude

obtained with skull 2 showed a smaller decrease in maxi-

mum amplitude compared to when skull velocity was

increased. Figure 4(c) shows the effect of variation of longi-

tudinal wave speed of the skull on the focal volume, with lit-

tle change in focal volume when speed of sound decreases,

and a large increase in focal volume at higher speed of

sound values in both skulls.

The effect of varying the acoustic velocity of the skull

independent of other properties on the location at which the

maximum acoustic amplitude occurs is shown in Fig. 4(b),

which produced a maximum focal offset of 0.83 mm and

1.4 mm for skulls 1 and 2, respectively.

3. Independent longitudinal attenuation variation in
homogeneous skull models

The effect of variations in skull attenuation on maxi-

mum amplitude, its corresponding distance from the geo-

metric focus, and the focal volume are shown in Fig. 5.

These results show an exponential dependence of the maxi-

mum amplitude on the attenuation coefficient of the skull,

with a 50% variation in the skull attenuation from the aver-

age value of 0.498 dB/mm being found to produce an ampli-

tude error of approximately 25%. Variation in attenuation

did not produce a significant change in the focal spot loca-

tion, leading to small values of focal offset and focal drift

for both skull samples. The discrete changes evident in Fig.

5(b) are caused by the finite spatial resolution. Figure 5(c)

shows little dependence of the focal volume on the longitu-

dinal attenuation in the skull, with a 12% and 47% increase

in skull 1 and 2, respectively.

B. Layered skull model: Examining skull
heterogeneity, internal reflection, and shear wave
mode conversion

As shown in Fig. 6(a), when comparing simulations that

consider mode conversion with those that neglect it in a het-

erogeneous model of the skull, the largest changes in maxi-

mum amplitude occurred for trabecular fraction values

between 0.4 and 0.5, which demonstrates a reduction of

almost 30% due to the inclusion of shear waves. Regardless

of whether shear wave mode conversion or internal reflec-

tion are included in simulations, the maximum amplitude

trends towards a local minimum between trabecular fraction

values 0.3 and 0.4. Figure 6(c) shows the effect of an

increased trabecular fraction on the focal volume, where

similar to the effect on maximum amplitude, the variation

causes a decrease in the spatial confinement of the focus ini-

tially, before decreasing and returning to near the values

obtained for a homogeneous skull model.

Figure 6(b) shows the change in the position at which

the maximum acoustic amplitude occurs, relative to the geo-

metric center of the transducer. The peak position offset

remains relatively low, with less than a 0.8 mm shift

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Maximum amplitude vs longitudinal speed of

sound in the skull. (b) Focal offset vs longitudinal speed of sound in the

skull. (c) Focal volume vs density. Results obtained using skull 1 are shown

in red, while results from skull 2 are shown in blue. Dashed line denotes the

speed of sound value used for the calculation of phase correction.
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regardless of the amount of trabecular bone, though the

positional change was greatest when shear waves are

considered.

The focal shift of the acoustic focus, induced solely by

the inclusion of internal reflection and calculated using

Eq. (1) using results obtained from simulations without

internal reflection or shear wave mode conversion as the ref-

erence, is shown in Fig. 7. The additional contribution of

internal reflection caused negligible shifts in the majority of

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Maximum amplitude vs longitudinal attenuation

coefficient. (b) Focal offset vs longitudinal attenuation coefficient. (c) Focal

volume vs longitudinal attenuation coefficient. Results obtained using skull

1 are shown in red, while results from skull 2 are shown in blue.

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Maximum acoustic amplitude at the focus as a func-

tion of skull trabecular bone fraction for simulations considering internal reflec-

tion (red), simulations considering shear wave conversion (blue), and simulations

considering neither shear wave conversion nor internal reflection (green).

Dashed lines show the results obtained using homogeneous skull profiles. (b)

Distance from the location of maximum amplitude relative to the geometric cen-

ter of the transducer, plotted as a function of the skull trabecular bone fraction.
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simulations, with only two results exhibiting a shift greater

than 0.03 mm. The inclusion of internal reflections tended to

cause a shift towards the geometric focus, which can be

attributed to random variation and produced a smaller posi-

tional error compared to when the contributions due to inter-

nal reflection were neglected. The inclusion of shear waves

tended to produce a slightly larger shift in the focal position,

with a maximum value of approximately 0.1 mm, though the

overall magnitude of the shift in all cases is considered

negligible.

C. Experimental verification of simulation outcomes

1. Assessing acoustic field simulation accuracy

The simulated and experimentally measured acoustic

field is presented in Fig. 8, and shows good agreement in

both pressure magnitude and distribution. The maximum

acoustic pressure was similar between simulation and exper-

iment, with maximum amplitude values (MPa) in [simula-

tion, experiment] being [1.84, 1.474], [1.535, 1.20], [1.54,

1.27], and [1.57, 1.25] when the focal spot was at the geo-

metric center and displaced 10 mm along the x, y, and z

axes, respectively. The simulated and experimentally mea-

sured acoustic field with transcranial focusing through skull

sample #2 are shown in Fig. 9. The maximum acoustic pres-

sure showed good agreement between simulation and exper-

iment, while the spatial distribution of the simulated

acoustic field showed better spatial confinement.

2. Evaluating temperature rise predictions in brain
tissue phantom

The resultant acoustic field near the focus was found to

have a focal volume of 6.96 mm3, and a focal offset of

0.269 mm. The maximum amplitude varied proportional to

the square root of the total acoustic power, up to a maximum

of 3.13 MPa for an acoustic power of 350 W.

A linear best fit model indicated that the experimental

maximum temperature as a function of acoustic power, as

shown in Fig. 10, rose at a rate of 0.0423 �C/W, while the

simulated maximum temperature rose at a rate of 0.0599 �C/W.

Once spatial averaging was applied to the simulated temper-

ature data to provide the same spatial resolution as the

experimental measurements, the maximum temperature rose

FIG. 7. (Color online) Change in the position at which the maximum ampli-

tude occurs induced by the simulation of internal reflection (red) and shear

wave mode conversion (blue) at skull/water and cortical/trabecular bound-

aries, plotted as a function of the amount of trabecular bone relative to total

skull volume. Dashed lines illustrate the value obtained with a homoge-

neous model of the skull.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Simulated (left) and experimentally measured (right)

acoustic field when focusing in water without the presence of the skull at

the geometric center of the transducer (first row), and displaced 10 cm from

the geometric center 10 mm along x (second row), y (third row) and z
(fourth row). Simulated fields are focused electronically using the CIVA-

generated phase profile, while experiments employed ExAblate-derived

phase profile. Simulated acoustic power was set to 1.3 W to be consistent

with experimental conditions.
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at a rate of 0.0458 �C/W. The linear fit for the experimental

temperature provided a temperature increase in 1.87 �C for

zero acoustic power.

The temperature distribution profiles shown in Fig. 11

show good agreement between experimental and simulated

results, though the simulated temperature rise is slightly

lower than the experimentally measured values, and the

application of spatial averaging to simulated temperature

fields, further lowering the simulated temperature. The sim-

ulated fields show narrower temperature distributions, which

may be attributed to the tighter focusing of the acoustic

field, as demonstrated in Fig. 9.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Assessing focal quality with homogeneous skull
model simulations

1. Impact of longitudinal speed of sound conversion
uncertainty

The change of amplitude with density and skull longitu-

dinal speed of sound demonstrated a greater effect of change

in skull density than the difference arising from variation in

the speed of sound conversion algorithms. The defocusing

effect caused by a mismatch between the longitudinal speed

of sound in the skull used in simulation versus the value

used for the calculation of the phase profile has a smaller

effect on the maximum amplitude than that caused by

changes in the skull transmission due to changes in the skull

acoustic impedance, leading the maximum amplitude to

tend to occur in simulations with lower speed of sound at a

given density. Simulations with both high skull density and

longitudinal speed of sound produced the largest increase in

focal volume, though this is also a reflection of the larger

difference between cmin, cavg, and cmax at higher skull den-

sity values. The increase in focal volumes reinforces that the

decrease in maximum amplitude is attributable to both

decreased transmission through the skull due to increased

acoustic impedance, defocusing effects due to velocity con-

version uncertainty, and stronger distortion of the waves

that impede tight acoustic focusing.

Figure 3(b) shows that the shift in focal position has lit-

tle sensitivity to changes in density and longitudinal speed

of sound variation, with all focal offset values being lower

than 0.6 mm - approximately one quarter of the acoustic

wavelength in water at 670 kHz. While the focal offset is

low, it is interesting to note that the smallest focal offset did

not always occur when the longitudinal speed of sound in

the skull was set to cavg, when there was no mismatch

between the speed of sound used for the calculation of phase

profile and the actual speed of sound used within the skull

model. This may be attributed to the fact that the calculation

of the phase profile maximizes the field amplitude at the

defined focal point, rather than ensuring the position of max-

imum amplitude occurs at the intended focal point, though

these two cases would ideally coincide. Though maximizing

the amplitude at the focal point, the complex geometry of

the skull and its effects on the acoustic field may inadver-

tently optimize the acoustic amplitude at the focus while

still producing an acoustic field with a maximum that devi-

ates from the precise intended focal point.

2. Independent longitudinal speed of sound variation
in homogeneous skull models

The results shown in Sec. III A 2 quantify the effects of

uncertainty of acoustic velocity in homogeneous models of

the human skull on the quality of focusing. A previous

examination21 of the sensitivity of transcranial ultrasound

fields to variations in acoustic property maps observed that

increasing acoustic velocity leads to lower peak pressure as

well as some oscillatory behavior. The current results dem-

onstrate that peak pressure exhibited some of the same oscil-

latory behavior in the peak pressure and decrease in focal

pressure with increasing velocity, though the amount of

oscillation was reduced, and a decrease in acoustic velocity

eventually led to a reduction in the maximum focal ampli-

tude. This may be attributed primarily to the fixed phase cor-

rection profile, the complex geometry of the human skull

models used in simulations, and the calculation of a fixed

phase profile based on the acoustic properties of the skull to

FIG. 9. (Color online) Experimental (left) and simulated (right) acoustic

field at the focal plane while focusing through skull sample #2 with 19.5 W

of acoustic power.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Experimental and simulated maximum temperature

as a function of acoustic power.
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adapt focusing to the skull, whereas previous examinations

used a simpler bone geometry and a single element trans-

ducer that did not adapt to bone geometry.

Existing literature suggests that the effects of refraction

and phase delay may exert contradictory effects on the accu-

racy of the simulated pressure field within homogeneous

models of the skull. Using k-Wave based simulations of

transcranial ultrasound propagation with a planar phased

array, Jiang et al.10 found that simplifying the skull bone as

a homogeneous solid is more accurate for transcranial ultra-

sound path estimation when the properties of the skull bone

are idealized as that of the cortical bone to accurately

account for wave diffraction, as opposed to the properties

averaged over the entire skull bone. These findings may sug-

gest the usefulness of a weakly heterogeneous model of the

skull that uses cortical bone properties at the water/bone

interface to correctly model refractive effects and an internal

layer with properties more similar to the average skull prop-

erties that properly account for time delay and attenuation.

Further work examining the effect of considering bone

micro-architecture on transcranial propagation and compari-

son with experimental results may provide further insight

into how models of transcranial ultrasound propagation can

be optimized for clinical applications.

3. Independent longitudinal attenuation variation in
homogeneous skull models

The results shown in Sec. III A 2 quantify the effects of

uncertainty of acoustic attenuation in homogeneous models

of the human skull on the quality of focalization. The rela-

tionship shown in Fig. 5 indicates that variation of the atten-

uation coefficient of the human skull causes a corresponding

variation in the maximum amplitude at the focus, with very

limited effect on the focal position or focal volume.

Spatial variation in the acoustic attenuation has previ-

ously been found to have almost no effect on the intracranial

field,21 which is consistent with what is observed in the sim-

ulation results. This fact, combined with the smaller effects

that uncertainties in attenuative properties have on focal

quality, indicates that there should be a greater focus on

properly modeling the spatial variations of acoustic proper-

ties of density and velocity and that precisely determining

the relationship between density attenuation is of less impor-

tance to obtain high quality focusing than accurately deter-

mining the average attenuation over the whole skull.

B. Layered skull model: Examining skull
heterogeneity, internal reflection, and shear wave
mode conversion

The results shown in Sec. III B demonstrate the effects

that the degree of heterogeneity within the skull can have on

simulated transcranial ultrasound focusing. Both the maxi-

mum amplitude and the spatial confinement exhibited an ini-

tial reduction as the trabecular fraction was increased from

zero, with this effect largely reverting at higher values. This

may be explained due to the presence of a more irregular

and complex geometry of the trabecular bone at lower HU

values that gives rise to more diffuse scattering.

The role of mode conversion was shown to be signifi-

cant even with the homogeneous models of the skull, though

the importance of considering mode conversion becomes

more significant with greater degrees of heterogeneity.

When considering the overall effects of skull heteroge-

neity on transcranial focusing, mode conversion appears to

have a much more significant effect on both amplitude and

focal position than internal reflection between skull layers.

Neglecting mode conversion in heterogeneous models

caused an average amplitude change of 6.1%, while neglect-

ing internal reflection caused an average amplitude change

of only 2.3%. Similarly, the positional shift associated with

neglecting internal reflection was on average 0.049 mm,

which was significantly less than the 0.20 mm average

FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) Temperature as a function of lateral position (x/y) obtained experimentally and from simulations with 100 W of acoustic power.

(b) Temperature as a function of lateral position (x/y) obtained experimentally and from simulations with 325 W of acoustic power.
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positional shift associated with mode conversion. The rela-

tively large decrease in focal amplitude that occurred when

shear waves were included with the homogeneous model of

the skull can be attributed to destructive interference

between the contributions from longitudinal waves and

shear waves in the skull.

The role of internal reflection between different skull

layers appeared to have little effect on the maximum focal

acoustic amplitude or the spatial positioning of the focus.

While some simulations indicated a tendency of the position

at which the maximum amplitude occurs towards the geo-

metric center of the transducer, this effect is largely negligi-

ble and may be attributed to stochastic distortion of the

acoustic field arising from the complexity of the skull. The

shift in spatial position of the focus due to internal reflection

was smaller for the heterogeneous skull model than for the

homogeneous model in most cases, indicating that internal

reflection between skull layers plays a relatively small role

in the focal quality.

The significance of internal reflection may have been min-

imized by the values of longitudinal speed of sound assumed

for cortical and trabecular bone of 2900 and 2500 m/s, respec-

tively. These numbers were obtained from published work by

Clement et al.,53 which found them to be optimal when using a

tri-layered model of the skull to experimentally correct for

phase aberration, but exhibit lower speed of sound contrast

than the corresponding values provided by other sources, such

as the ITIS database54 (3515 m/s for cortical bone, 2118 m/s

for trabecular). It is likely that increased reflection between

bone layers provided by increased acoustic impedance contrast

would increase the contribution of internally-reflected rays.

To test the hypothesis that low longitudinal speed of

sound contrast between the skull layers could underestimate

the role of internal reflection, simulations were performed in

which the higher value for the longitudinal speed of sound in

cortical bone of 3515 m/s was used in cortical bone, while the

longitudinal speed of sound in the trabecular bone was varied

between 2118 and 2500 m/s. The maximum amplitude and the

shift in maximum acoustic amplitude position are shown in

Fig. 12. As expected, the difference in maximum amplitude

caused by the inclusion of internally reflected waves is greater

when the acoustic velocity contrast between cortical and tra-

becular bone is increased, but the overall difference between

the two remains small. The decrease in amplitude at the focus

compared to previous results may be due in part to the

decreased longitudinal transmission at the cortical/water and

cortical/trabecular interfaces caused by greater acoustic

impedance contrast between these layers. The focal shift plot-

ted as a function of trabecular fraction shown in Fig. 12(b)

shows little focal position dependence regardless of the acous-

tic impedance between cortical and trabecular layers.

There may also be an effect of ray tracing-based simula-

tion of a tri-layered skull model to overestimate the amount of

reflection, as it is computed with the assumption of a discrete

boundary existing between cortical and trabecular regions of

bone, while real bone may not exhibit such clearly demarcated

boundaries. The addition of multiple layers may also increase

the overall attenuation of the skull in heterogeneous models

compared to homogeneous models, even when the average

absorption coefficient remains the same.

Previous examinations of the influence of skull hetero-

geneity on transcranial ultrasonic focusing have found that

multi-layer reflection and resonance can be neglected, since

the energy of reflected waves is negligible compared with

that of the primary wavefront as a result of attenuation in

bone and energy loss due to reflection at the tissue-bone

boundary.10 This finding is supported by the investigation of

the effects of internal reflection presented in this study.

C. Experimental comparison

1. Acoustics

Comparison of experimentally measured and simulated

acoustic field presented in Sec. III C 1 showed good agree-

ment in both the magnitude and spatial distribution of the

pressure field. When focusing through the skull, the

FIG. 12. (Color online) (a) Maximum acoustic amplitude at the focus as a function of the longitudinal speed of sound in the trabecular bone layer. (b)

Change in the position at which the maximum amplitude occurs induced by the inclusion of internal reflection at skull/water and cortical/trabecular bound-

aries, plotted as a function of the longitudinal speed of sound in the trabecular bone layer.
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simulated pressure field showed considerably better spatial

confinement than the experimentally measured acoustic

field—an expected outcome due to the simplicity of the

homogeneous skull model representation.

2. Temperature modeling

Good agreement is shown between experimental and

simulated temperature increase presented in Sec. III C 2.

Consistent with the comparison of the experimental and

simulated acoustic field, the simulated temperature distribu-

tion showed better confinement of the temperature increase

compared to experimental measurements, even after spatial

averaging of the simulated temperature field was applied.

The rate of change of the maximum temperature dif-

fered by 1.68% between experiments and simulations after

spatial averaging was applied to provide comparable spatial

resolutions for temperature measurements. However, the

experimental data showed an estimated temperature rise of

1.865 �C for zero acoustic power. This may be partially

explained by noise during MR thermometry, which would

also account for spatial fluctuations when the temperature is

plotted as a function of lateral position for 100 W acoustic

power in Fig. 11(a).

V. CONCLUSION

The result of the homogeneous parametric study quanti-

fies the sensitivity of focal intensity and position to uncer-

tainty in acoustic properties of the human skull used for

numerical simulations for transcranial applications. These

findings illustrate the importance of accurately determining

the relationship between density and acoustic velocity in

ray-tracing models of transcranial ultrasound.

We demonstrated that using a ray tracing method, the

predictions of peak pressure and the location of the focal spot

are not highly sensitive to uncertainties and disagreement in

the precise relationship between density, longitudinal speed

of sound, and attenuation. Prediction of amplitude, and by

extension bioeffects such as temperature rise, may require

accurate characterization of tissue properties.

Overall, the amount of trabecular bone in the skull rela-

tive to the overall skull volume has been shown to decrease

the maximum acoustic amplitude produced at the focus,

which is related to the amount of heterogeneity within the

skull. The findings of this work illustrate how increased

skull heterogeneity can have a deleterious effect on the abil-

ity to effectively transmit energy through the skull. It may

be possible that a homogeneous model of the skull may be

sufficient for use within simulations, provided the material

properties of the model are generated by accounting for the

overall properties of the physical skull.

Internal reflection between skull layers was shown to

have a relatively small impact on transcranial focal quality

and shows a smaller significance on the acoustic field than

the effects of mode conversion. Results indicate that accurate

estimation of acoustic parameters using a ray-tracing model

may require consideration of the heterogeneity of the skull.

Good agreement was observed between experimental

and simulated temperature rise when a numerical tempera-

ture model was combined with the ray-tracing acoustic

simulations.
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